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I. INTRODUCTION

In general, computer security aims at providing confidentiality, integrity and availability to computing systems. Traditionally, researchers in the fields of computer security have used software and hardware mechanisms for implementing security in computing systems. Software only security approaches typically deal with application level and Operating System (OS) level security mechanisms. Though, software-only mechanisms are easy to implement and patch, they suffer from heavy false-positives and false-negatives, thus making them vulnerable to software attacks and untrustworthy.

Hardware security solutions, such as ABYSS [10], AEGIS [9], Arc3D [5], Hide [12] and XOM [13], on the contrary, involve changes to the micro-architecture (typically adding new instruction sets, privilege levels etc.). These modified secure architectures deploy hardware mechanisms like memory encryption to provide confidentiality and memory authentication to ensure the integrity of the applications. However, adopting these secure architectures involves changes to the micro-architecture. Also, since the fabrication cycle is long (usually 5 years), testing these architectures is a time consuming process and therefore adopting these architectures as a security solution becomes infeasible.

Virtualization Technology introduces a software abstraction layer or virtualization layer (virtualization software) between the hardware and the operating system. This software abstraction layer is known as a Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) [2] or the hypervisor. Virtualization has the power to emulate any required hardware features and project it to the OS. This feature of virtualization makes it much easier to incorporate security mechanisms within the virtualization layer. Also virtualization is supported by almost all the hardware vendors. Thus the security of the system can be increased without incurring excessive costs and performance overheads. Hence with this motivation, we propose a virtualization based security framework (vBASE).

II. vBASE FRAMEWORK

The primary goal of vBASE is to aid the testing of security architectures and to enhance the existing security features provided by virtualization to provide a framework that can be deployed in Cloud Computing environments. The overall framework is shown in Figure 1. The vBASE framework is developed by modifying the Xen VMM [20]. The various component of the vBASE framework are as follows.

**The MoCo VM:** This is a DOM 0 virtual machine in which the Monitor and/or Controller is running.

**Application VM:** This is a DOM U virtual machine in which the secure process/application is running.

**Controller:** The Controller is only used in testing mode of operation. Here, it has complete control of the memory, network and I/O etc of a secure process/application running on the Application VM. This is used to mount attacks on such a secure process/application. These attacks test the effectiveness of security measures provided by a security architecture.

**Events:** Events are used to notify various actions from application, operating system and SAPI to the monitor and other components of the vBASE. Events are implemented using Hypercalls [21] (for application, OS to SAPI communications) and VIRQS: Virtual Interrupts (for SAPI/VMM to Monitor communication). We have implemented custom hypercall VBASE_OP hypercall with commands like ENTER, EXIT, ENCRYPT, DECRYPT etc. and Virtual interrupts like VIRQ_VBASE for implementing events. For ease, we will refer to VBASE_OP hypercall with ENTER command as **enter-vbase** and likewise.

**SAPI:** The Secure Architecture Plugin Interface (SAPI) enables the VMM to plugin security architectures for testing and deployment purposes. A domain is associated with a security architecture through its configuration file. The secure
processes/applications running on these architectures by using a new set of instructions provided by SAPI e.g. \texttt{enter-vbase} and \texttt{exit-vbase} instructions. In testing mode, the plugged in security architecture reports the MoCo VM about the protected processes that it wants to be monitored.

### III. IMPLEMENTATION

The example implementation shows how process data can be protected using virtualization. All the data to be protected is saved as one big chunk of memory.

The working of the secure process in conjunction with the security architecture is described in Algorithm 1

#### Algorithm 1 Secure Process Execution

1. Secure Process Begins
2. Allocate Secure Memory
3. The virtual address of secure memory is passed through a system call
4. Virtual address of secure memory is received in kernel module
5. Physical Frame Number (PFN) is computed for the received virtual address
6. Hypercall is used to pass the PFN to the hypervisor
7. PFN is received in the hypercall handler
8. Machine Frame Number (MFN) is computed for the received PFN
9. MFN is made read-only
10. Virtual Interrupt (VIRQ) is sent to Dom0
11. VIRQ is received in the Dom0 kernel
12. Dom0 kernel sends signal to the Monitor
13. Monitor prints messages to user

#### A. Source Code

```c
char secure_mem[PAGE_SIZE] secure_memory __attribute__((__aligned__(PAGE_SIZE )));
int * secret_key = (int *) secret_mem;
sys_vbase(secret_key, PROTECT, 0);
```

Listing 1. Secure Memory Allocation

```c
pf = vmalloc_to_pfn(secret);
HYPERVISOR_vbase_op(pfn, PROTECT);
```

Listing 2. Translate VA to PFN

```c
mfn = gfn_to_mfn(v->domain, gfn , &old_type);
p2m_change_type(v->domain, gfn, old_type, p2m_ram_ro);
```

Listing 3. Translate PFN to MFN

```c
// In Dom0 kernel
bind_virq_to_irqhandler(VIRQ_VBASE,0,
vbase_handler,NULL,NULL, 0);
```

Listing 4. Dispatch VIRQ from XEN

```c
// In DomU
sec_key = 654321;
sys_vbase(secret_key, WRITE, 654321);
```

Listing 5. Secure WRITE

IV. FUTURE WORK

We have implemented hypercalls, monitor, and event trigger mechanism of vBASE framework. We have implemented secure memory aspects of the SAPI. Our future work involves completing the SAPI for one of the secure architectures and implementing the controller.
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